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Announcements
music: Come Together by the Beatles, as a nod to interpersonal effectiveness
autograding on Q3 was incorrect, sorry!
grades fixed now and uploaded to Sakai gradebook
please join our class on OpenClass.ai—see Piazza for a link
note: you'll give midterm presentations (A9) in class week after next, same week
you'll demo walking skeleton (A8) to mentor
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https://comp523.cs.unc.edu/midterm-presentation/
https://comp523.cs.unc.edu/walking-skeleton/
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What is interpersonal effectiveness?
Being effective in collaboration (i.e. with 2+ people)

Effective is about goals, not morality or truth
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Why interpersonal effectiveness?
Why not? Don't you want to be effective?

Where else in the major will you learn this?

Anecdotally, our alumni tend to be better at "soft skills" than those from
engineering schools

This is doable, even for the relationally inept (like I used to be)
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The Dialectic
"The dialectic" is an idea rooted in Greek philosophy (διαλεκτική)

Starts with two different positions and a desire to arrive at the truth through
dialogue

Resembles debate, but without rhetoric and emotional appeals

Hegel's (Fichte's) triad: thesis, antithesis, synthesis: an explanation of change

Example: thesis: do all design up-front. antithesis: start coding immediately.
synthesis: do ongoing design as needed and iterate based on feedback.

Example: thesis: objects are essential. antithesis: objects are evil. synthesis: use
aspects of OOP (polymorphism, inheritance, state) a la carte as needed.
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Dialectical behavior therapy (DBT)
Developed in late '80s by Marsha M. Linehan, a psychology researcher at the
University of Washington
Alternative to and adaptation of classic cognitive behavior therapy (CBT)
4 core modules: mindfulness, distress tolerance, emotion regulation, and
interpersonal effectiveness
See DBT Skills Training Manual, 2nd edition, by Marsha M. Linehan (2014) (from
which I got some examples for this lecture)
Also DBT on Wikipedia
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https://www.amazon.com/DBT%C2%AE-Skills-Training-Manual-Second/dp/1462516998/ref=sr_1_3?crid=22MS4N2J9UABW&dchild=1&keywords=linehan+dbt+skills+training+manual&qid=1601483881&sprefix=linehan+skills+training%2Caps%2C169&sr=8-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dialectical_behavior_therapy


The DBT world view
1. everything is connected, part of the whole of reality

2. reality consists of internal opposing forces

3. the nature of reality is change
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Core practice: mindfulness
"Mindfulness is the act of consciously focusing the mind in the present moment
without judgment and without attachment to the moment."

opposite of habitual, automatic behavior

letting go of judgments (at least during mindfulness)

"observe and describe"
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The 3 goals of interpersonal
effectiveness
1. Objective goal: getting what you want (or refusing a request)

2. Relationship goal: get, maintain, or improve a relationship, or end an unwanted one

3. Self-respect goal: liking yourself and your words and actions at the end of the day

All 3 goals are present in all interactions, to varying degrees

Be mindful of all 3, so that you can prioritize between them
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Clarifying your goals
Objectives

What specific results or changes do I want from this interaction? What do I have
to do to get the results? What will work?

Relationships

How do I want the other person to feel about me after the interaction is over?
What do I have to do to get (or keep) this relationship?

Self-respect

How do I want to feel about myself after this interaction is over? What do I have
to do to feel that way about myself? What will work?
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Obstacles to interpersonal effectiveness
lack of interpersonal skills
indecision
interference from emotions
prioritizing short-term goals over long-term ones
other people are getting in the way
counterproductive beliefs
being unable or unwilling to look past own desires
trying to rush the process
ineffective choice of medium (e.g. email vs. face-to-face)
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Interpersonal skills
Objectives skills: DEAR MAN
Relationship skills: GIVE
Self-respect skills: FAST
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Assertiveness
Objective skills (DEAR MAN) are the same as assertiveness skills
Assertiveness tends to be correlated with age
So at your age, it would not be unusual if you were weak in this area
Example: imagine publicly voicing disagreement with a confident 50-something on
your team; easy or hard to do?
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Situations calling for assertiveness
Getting others to do what you ask them to do
Saying no to unwanted requests and making it stick
Resolving interpersonal conflict or making changes in relationships
Getting your rights respected
Getting your opinion or point of view taken seriously
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Objectives skills: DEAR MAN
D: Describe the facts

E: Express your feelings and opinions

A: Assert yourself by asking for what you want or saying no clearly

R: Reinforce by explaining positive effects for the other person

M: (stay) Mindful: stay focused on your goals

A: Appear confident

N: Negotiate: be willing to give to get
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Negotiation
Classic, but relatively ineffective, way to negotiate: seeking compromise

Benefit: more fair than one side fully getting their way
Problem: neither side really got what they wanted

A better way: "negotiation of merits" (from 1981 book Getting to Yes)
Identify underlying needs of both sides
Creatively find ways to meet as many underlying needs as possible
Iterate to refine understanding of needs and possible solutions
This approach requires:

self-awareness (to break down own desires; cf. Five Whys)
trust (to share your deeper needs)
flexibility (to be willing for alternative ideas)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Getting_to_Yes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five_whys


Relationship skills: GIVE
G: (be) Gentle: no attacks, no threats, no judging, no disrespect

I: (act) Interested: listen, focus, eye contact, lean in, no interruptions

V: Validate: using words and actions, show that you understand the other person's
feelings and thoughts

E: (use an) Easy manner: smile, use humor, be light-hearted
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Validation
There are reasons behind a person's desires and preferences; showing that you
understand matters
"I see why you want that."
"I'd want the same thing in your position."
What kind of counselor would you prefer: a validating one or a judgmental one?
You might not want to want something, but understanding why you do can help you
work on it
Validating the desires can unlock insights and new ideas
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Levels of validation
1. pay attention

2. reflect back

3. "read minds"

4. understand (how does their position make sense?)

5. acknowledge the valid

6. show equality: treat the other person as an equal, not greater or lesser than you,
not fragile, not incompetent
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Self-respect skills: FAST
F: (be) Fair, to yourself and the other person; validate your own feelings and wishes
too

A: (no) Apologies: don't apologize for what you want

S: Stick to values: don't compromise on your own values (unless it's very important)

T: (be) Truthful: don't lie or exaggerate. Don't act helpless when you're not.
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Summary
You'll be dealing with people, so it's worth learning how
The dialectic involves two sides working together to find the truth through dialogue
The DBT world view: everything is connected; reality consists of internal opposing
forces; and the nature of reality is change
Core practices of DBT: mindfulness and validation
3 goals of interpersonal effectiveness: objective, relationship, and self-respect
Use DEAR MAN skills for objectives goals/assertiveness
Use GIVE skills for relational goals
Use FAST skills for self-respect goals
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